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Spatial and temporal variability in Hawaiian
hotspot volcanism induced by
small-scale convection
Maxim D. Ballmer1,2*, Garrett Ito1, Jeroen van Hunen3 and Paul J. Tackley2

Volcanism far from plate boundaries is often attributed to an
underlying mantle plume1–6. However, enigmatic observations
of Hawaiian volcanism, such as variations in the volume
of erupted volcanic material through time7,8, a geographical
asymmetry in the geochemistry of the lavas9–18 and secondary
volcanism that occurs far away from the hotspot15–20, cannot
be explained by the classical mantle plume concept. Here we
present a numerical model of mantle plume upwelling beneath
Hawaii. We find that small-scale convection in the ambient
mantle can erode the base of the lithosphere, creating a
washboard topography on the underside of the plate. As the
plate migrates over the upwelling plume, the plume interacts
with alternating thicker and thinner sections of lithosphere
to generate temporal variations in the flux of erupted
volcanic material. The pre-existing washboard topography also
causes the plume to spread and melt asymmetrically. In our
simulations, this asymmetry in mantle flow generates an
asymmetry in the chemistry of the erupted lavas. Finally, a
more vigorous type of small-scale convection develops within
the spreading plume, generating localized zones of upwelling
well away from the hotspot. The associated magmatism is fed
by chemically distinct material originating from the edges of
the plume conduit. Our results show that shallow processes
have an important influence on the character of volcanism fed
by deep-rooted mantle plumes.

Classical plumes are typically described as purely thermally
driven, narrow upwellings rising through the entire mantle and
being deflected into a thin ‘pancake’ beneath the overriding
plate1. Such an upwelling dynamically generates an elongated,
parabolically shaped swelling of seafloor topography2–4. Associ-
ated ‘hotspot’ volcanism is localized and stationary, therefore
entailing an age-progressive island chain. This classical theory
has indeed successfully predicted first-order observations at many
hotspot chains, Hawaii being among the most prominent and
best studied examples.

A set of enigmatic observations ofHawaiian volcanism, however,
are not explained by the above idealized description. First, average
volcanic flux as documented along the Hawaii–Emperor chain
has varied by a factor of >2 over typical timescales of ∼15Myr
(refs 7,8). Mechanisms involving intrinsic variations in buoyancy
flux or tilt of the rising plume stem have been proposed as an
explanation5–8, but not yet tested. Second, the origin of the bilateral
asymmetry in lava geochemistry, as documented by compositional
distinctions between the southern (‘Loa’) and northern (‘Kea’)
volcano sub-chains (Fig. 1a), is not well understood. One set
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Figure 1 | Overview and concept. a, Geographic overview and bathymetry
of the Hawaiian Islands. Shield volcanoes are marked with triangles and
arch volcanic fields with strong acoustic reflectivity19,20 are shaded. The
shallow seafloor surrounding the islands is referred to as the Hawaiian arch
(black dashed). b, Conceptual illustration of small-scale convection (SSC)
interacting with the Hawaiian plume. Undulations on the base of the
lithosphere (washboard pattern; dashed yellow line) were created by SSC
in the ambient mantle.

of interpretations invokes some form of compositional zoning
in the upwelling plume stem9–11. Other studies emphasize that
if the mantle is a fine-scale mixture of different lithological
components, spatial variations in pressure and temperature over
the hotspot melting zone can create geographical patterns of
magma composition that differ from those for an isochemical
source12. Finally, widespread secondary volcanism17–20 occurring
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Figure 2 | Visualization of the central part of the reference model. a, Horizontal (at 130 km depth) and vertical cross-sections are coloured by potential
temperature Tpot. The hotspot and secondary melting zones are in black. Isotherms of 1,550 and 1,620 ◦C are white. Black arrows show the direction and
strength of ambient-mantle SSC 800 km upstream of the plume. See also Supplementary Movie. b, Vertical cross-section of Tpot and viscosity η through
the upwelling plume oriented perpendicular to plate-motion with contours denoting log10(η). Upper panel shows a blow-up of the yellow-shaded area.
Light blue arrows show the schematic flow field indicating that the plume pancake spreads asymmetrically as guided by undulations in
lithospheric thickness.

well away from the Hawaiian hotspot (Fig. 1a) has so far been
attributed to lateral spreading of the pancake3 or flexural uplift18,
but even a combination of both mechanisms cannot account for
the large volumes of secondary volcanism as observed on the
north arch19, and Kauai17 (cf. Supplementary Information SC).
We use three-dimensional numerical simulations to show that the
interaction of small-scale sublithospheric convection (SSC) with
the Hawaiian plume (Fig. 1b)—a combination of two well-studied
geodynamic phenomena2–5,21–23—can explain many key aspects of
these three observations together.

Compared to previous geodynamic modelling studies3–5,24 of
mantle plumes, this study involves numerical simulations of
significantly larger model boxes and a strongly temperature-
dependent mantle rheology, advances that for the first time enable
simulations of vigorous SSC both inside and outside the plume
pancake. The effective ambientmantle viscosity, excess temperature
and radius of the plume are fixed at 1.8 × 1019 Pa s, 300K
and 68 km, respectively (Supplementary Table S1; for methods
see Supplementary Information SA). These parameters result in
a flux of upwelling buoyant plume material of ∼4,000 kg s−1
and a predicted seafloor swell of width ∼1,300 and height
∼1.2 km. A volcanic flux of ∼150,000 km3 Myr−1 predominantly
(>99%) occurs at the hotspot centre of width ∼110 km and
length ∼125 km. Thus, the island-building shield stage volcanism
lasts ∼1.5Myr on the plate overriding the hotspot. We assume
the mantle source to be a fine-scale mixture of 80% dry
peridotite, 15% hydrous peridotite, and 5% pyroxenite. Each of
these lithologies has a distinct melting behaviour with hydrous
peridotite and pyroxenite having the deepest solidi, and pyroxenite
melting much more extensively than peridotite. Thus, pyroxenite
melting contributes >50% to shield stage volcanism, whereas
the much more voluminous dry-peridotite matrix contributes
only ∼38%. These predictions are robust and fall close to the
uncertainty of constraints for Hawaii as based on published data
and/or models7,8,25–27.

The numerical models predict two types of SSC to occur
(Fig. 2a). In the ambientmantle, SSC self-organizes beneathmature
oceanic lithosphere as convection rolls aligned with plate motion
and spaced ∼300 km. This form of SSC is thought to be the
primary mechanism for limiting the maximum thickness of mature
oceanic lithosphere globally, thus slowing the subsidence of seafloor

of ages ≥70Myr (ref. 22). SSC is therefore likely to be already
well established beneath the ∼90Myr-old Hawaiian lithosphere.
A different form of SSC develops inside the pancake of hot
plume material ponding beneath the lithosphere (cf. ref. 24). This
‘plume-pancake SSC’ is more vigorous, of smaller scale, and forms
a more variable pattern owing to lower viscosities in the hot
pancake (Supplementary Fig. S1). Its occurrence does not require
ambient-mantle SSC, but its pattern and strength in detail are
sensitive to the style of the latter (Supplementary Information
SB, Figs S2 and S3).

SSC in the ambient mantle upstream of the plume creates
sublithospheric topography and hence affects plume-lithosphere
interaction. It shapes a ‘washboard’ pattern into the base of the
lithosphere (of wavelength ∼300 km), which is thinned above
SSC upwellings and thickened above downwellings (Fig. 2b). The
Hawaiian plume impacts this pre-shaped lithosphere, and in all
cases with the impact site not precisely beneath a minimum
in lithospheric thickness, the pancake spreads asymmetrically:
the buoyant and hot core of the ponding plume is deflected
towards the nearest minimum in lithospheric thickness, resulting
in slightly higher temperatures within one flank of the pancake—
hereinafter referred to as the ‘Kea’ flank—compared with the
opposite ‘Loa’ flank (Fig. 2b).

With the compositionally heterogeneous mantle source mod-
elled, such asymmetry in mantle flow gives rise to asymmetry in the
type of material that melts, with important implications for magma
geochemistry. The hotter Kea half of themain hotspot melting zone
experiences higher maximum and mean extents12,28 of peridotite
melting than the less hot Loa half, whereas pyroxenite melts 100%
on both halves. Such a situation implies higher volcanic flux and
a lower fractional contribution of pyroxenite-derived melts XPX on
the Kea side than on the Loa side. Figure 3 shows for our reference
model that shield stage volcanic flux totals 86,800 km3 Myr−1 with
XPX≈49% on the Kea side, whereas it totals 65,700 km3 Myr−1 with
XPX≈53%on the Loa side. These predictions are consistent with the
geological record of average volcanic flux along the Hawaiian Kea
and Loa trends (94,400 and 75,400 km3 Myr−1, respectively26), as
well as with evidence for mafic materials being an important source
component of Hawaiian hotspot volcanism, and even more so in
the Kea than in the Loa volcanoes17,27. In our models, the difference
in XPX between the Kea and Loa sides arises purely from interaction
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Figure 3 | Source and volume flux of surface volcanism. a, Colours give the
pyroxenite contribution to volcanism (grey is no volcanism), and contours
denote the rate of volcanism per area of seafloor. From outside to inside,
dashed contours are at 0.01, 0.1, 1, and 10 km3 km−2 Myr−1. The solid
contours follow the same log scale shifted by 100.5. Pyroxenite contribution
XPX in the centre of the hotspot is∼50%, but is slightly higher and lower
along the Kea and Loa trends, respectively. This distinction persists through
the postshield stage, as does the geochemical distinction between the two
trends10. Rejuvenated and arch volcanism shows relatively low (∼40%)
and high (>97%, not shown) XPX, respectively. b, Dashed lines denote
volcanic fluxes (km3 Myr−1 per km of distance along the chain) for the Kea
trend (red), the Loa trend (blue), and the total of both trends (black). The
assumed feeding zones for the two trends are denoted light grey in a. Solid
lines show the pyroxenite contribution for the same colour code, and
elucidate the asymmetry of shield and postshield volcanism arising from
the distribution shown in the map view in a. The bold black number
indicates the total flux of hotspot volcanism in (km3 Myr−1). Green and
grey shadings denote the predicted durations of the major phases of
Hawaiian volcanism (as defined by volume flux).

of the plume with SSC, and a source with fine-scale compositional
heterogeneity; it is independent of any large-scale compositional
zoning in the plume conduit, as has been previously implied9–11.

Moreover, the total volcanic flux at Hawaii is sensitive to the
pattern and strength of ambient-mantle SSC. Model calculations
show thatmodest (∼100 km) changes in the relative position of SSC
and the plume alone can alter volcanic flux by >25% (numbers in
Fig. 3b, Supplementary Information S4 and SB). The main reason
is that the spreading of and convection within the pancake are
sensitive to lithospheric thickness undulations (washboard) created
by ambient-mantle SSC. In nature, fracture zones, other sources
of mantle density heterogeneity, and changes in plate motion can
alter the position as well as the amplitude of the lithospheric
thickness undulations23, and hence influence magma production.
Plume interaction with these undulations is a mechanism within
the shallow, rather than deep mantle for creating some of the large
variations inHawaiian volcanic flux seen in the geologic record7,8.

SSC in the plume-pancake gives rise to decompression melting
well awayfrom the hotspot centre, thus explaining the occurrence
of widespread secondary volcanism (Fig. 3a). At the distal flanks of
the pancake, SSC occurs as short rolls perpendicular to platemotion
(Supplementary Information SB and Fig. S1); associated melting
can explain the expansive North Arch Volcanic Fields19 (cf. Fig. 1a).
Directly upstream of the hotspot melting zone, a localized SSC up-
welling is predicted to support arch volcanism south of the islands20.
Moreover, downstream of the main melting zone, a prominent
upwelling erodes the lithosphere (by 10–15 km) and induces
decompression melting, which would appear as the rejuvenated
volcanic stage13,17,18. The most productive part of this secondary
melting zone spans an along-chain distance of ∼300 km, and is
preceded by a pronouncedminimum inmelting, thereby producing
a near ‘gap’ in magmatism spanning ∼80 km. These length-scales
agree well with observations17,18. The fluxes of the predicted arch
and rejuvenated volcanism total 0.36–0.6% and 0.08–0.4% of
the hotspot volcanic flux, respectively (i.e. ∼0.5–1% combined);
therefore our model has no difficulty in explaining voluminous
secondary volcanism on the north arch19 and Kauai17 (details in
Supplementary Information SB and SC). The precise fluxes of
secondary volcanism, however, are sensitive to the rheological
and melt extraction parameters applied (Supplementary Fig. S7).
Finally, those of arch volcanism critically depend on the action of
ambient-mantle SSC to thin the lithosphere. A separate calculation
identical to the reference case, but without ambient-mantle SSC,
predicts no arch volcanism at all (Supplementary Fig. S3).

Two distinct sources are predicted to feed secondary volcanism.
The first involves relatively shallow melting (125–135 km) of
harzburgitic peridotite; it accounts for ∼60% of the rejuvenated
volcanism but a negligible amount to arch volcanism (cf. Fig. 3a)
and therefore should influence the major-element signature of
rejuvenated lavas only (cf. ref. 17). The second source is pyroxenite:
a deepermelting (135–150 km) fertile lithology, which can be traced
back to the periphery of the plume stem. In contrast to the harzbur-
gitic peridotite, this peripheral fertile source bypassed the main
hotspot melting zone to avoid depletion and retain incompatible
elements. Therefore, it is expected to control incompatible-element
ratios andmany isotope systems of both arch and rejuvenated lavas.

To satisfy isotopic evidence for distinct source materials in
shield and secondary volcanism13–16, the centre (which feeds the
shields) and periphery of the plume stem would have to differ
compositionally. As previously suggested, the peripheral source
may be isotopically depleted ambient-mantle material as entrained
by the mantle plume9,15. Trace-element signatures of secondary
volcanism require that such peripheral material was metasomatized
by incipient melts from the plume centre14,16, whereas Os-isotope
signatures point to pyroxenitic ambient-mantle heterogeneity13.
Both these scenarios emphasize the importance of peripheral fertile
material that starts melting deeper than dry peridotite (perhaps but
not necessarily pyroxenite), and such behaviour is key to our model
predictions of secondary volcanism.

Geophysical evidence lends additional credibility to our models.
Recent high-resolution seismic tomography reveals a broad low-
velocity body in the upper mantle beneath the Hawaiian swell
with pronounced small-scale variability29,30. These variations
are asymmetric about the islands29,30, an observation that—in
combination with asymmetric swell topography25 (Fig. 1a)—is
consistent with higher densities in the mantle northeast than
southwest of Hawaii. Such constraints are well explained by the
predicted effects of SSC on the Hawaiian plume—particularly by
asymmetric plume-pancake spreading, and SSC in the pancake.

This study elucidates that shallow processes such as SSC affect
plume-lithosphere interaction to induce temporal, spatial and
geochemical variability in hotspot volcanism. SSC may not just
affect the Hawaiian plume and associated volcanism, but also
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other plumes impacting mature lithosphere or spreading within
low-viscosity asthenosphere (for example, in the South Pacific),
where SSC is thought to develop beneath younger seafloor than
elsewhere21,23. Future efforts are therefore needed to distinguish
between shallow versus deep controls on hotspot magmatism,
which is important for understanding patterns of heterogeneity and
convection in the mantle.
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